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Experimental study of optical second-harmonic scattering from spherical nanoparticles
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Optical second-harmonic !SH" generation from the surface of spherical particles of radii much smaller than
the optical wavelength has been investigated experimentally. Angle- and polarization-resolved measurements
from dye-coated polystyrene spheres have been obtained for radii of 55 and 85 nm. The SH signals obey
general axial- and polarization-selection rules. The polarization-resolved angular patterns agree with the electromagnetic theory of SH Rayleigh scattering that describes the process in terms of locally excited quadrupolar
and nonlocally excited dipolar emission. The experimental results differ significantly from those predicted for
a local dipole-allowed SH scattering process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The second-order nonlinear optical processes of secondharmonic generation !SHG" and sum-frequency generation
!SFG" are well-established probes of surfaces and interfaces
#1$. Their inherent interface sensitivity for centrosymmetric
media has lead to their use in a wide range of applications.
Most of these studies have involved investigations of planar
interfaces, for which the nonlinear optics problem of excitation and radiation has been solved and thoroughly tested.
Recently, however, SHG and SFG have also been found to
be very useful probes of the surfaces of small particles
#2–11$. Corresponding theoretical analyses of the nonlinear
response of spherical particles #5,10–16$, as well as for dilute
and concentrated suspensions of spherical particles #17$,
have been developed. In the important Rayleigh limit of particle radii small compared to the wavelength of light, a
simple analytic solution to the general problem has been derived #13–15$. This solution makes specific predictions about
polarization selection rules and angular scattering patterns,
as well as scaling laws with respect to frequency and particle
size. The features of this process, which reflect the strong
cancellation effects present in a centrosymmetric object, require consideration of propagation effects even in the Rayleigh limit. The resulting SH emission includes a dipole contribution, but, unlike the linear optical response, with a
nonlocal excitation mechanism yielding a dipole moment lying in the axial direction. In addition, theory predicts the
presence of a quadrupole radiation term, which, in contrast to
the linear case, is of the same order as the dipole term.
Here we present an experimental study of SH radiation
for a model system of spherical particles of radii as small as
55 nm. These investigations are directed to verification of the
intriguing characteristics predicted by the explicit analytic
theory available for SH scattering in the Rayleigh limit. The
work is motivated by the growing body of experimental
work in which SHG and SFG have been applied to examine
the surfaces and interfaces of particles. These investigations
range from probing molecular adsorption and transport #2–7$
to studies of surface charging effects #8,9$ and of the interfaces of nanoscale inclusions in solid matrices #11$. The non1050-2947/2006/73!2"/023819!4"/$23.00

linear response of nanoscale objects is also critical for approaches to near-field optical microscopy and spectroscopy
that have been developed using SHG #18$. The present experiment complements studies of the characteristics of SHG
by nanoparticles, including the size #19,20$ and spectral dependence #21$, the effect of sample and field inhomogeneities #11$, and radiation patterns of nonspherical particles
#22$. It also extends studies of angular dependence of nonlinear scattering from micron-sized particles #4,5,8$ to the
nanometer length scale. Our experimental investigations
demonstrate distinctive polarization and angular selection
rules for the SH Rayleigh scattering !SHRS". These selection
rules are completely at variance with those obeyed by linear
Rayleigh scattering !LRS", but emerge naturally from the
electromagnetic theory of SHRS #13–15$. Detailed angular
dependences of the SH scattering are also reported. These
data are found to be compatible with the predictions of the
SHRS theory and, with a modest finite-size correction, excellent quantitative agreement is obtained. The results show
that the fluctuation-induced process of hyper-Rayleigh scattering !HRS", omitted from the continuum analysis, does not
make a significant contribution to the measured response
from particles of radii as small as 55 nm. These investigations constitute a careful test of the analytic electromagnetic
theory of SHRS and highlight the marked qualitative differences with respect to the familiar linear optical analog.
II. EXPERIMENT

To investigate the SHRS process experimentally, we made
use of monodispersed !#10% spread" polystyrene spheres of
55 and 85 nm radii suspended in water !Polysciences, Inc.".
The concentration !1016 – 1017 m−3" was sufficiently low to
ensure that the radiation from the ensemble was simply the
incoherent sum of the single-particle response and that
multiple-scattering effects could be neglected. To enhance
the surface nonlinear response, malachite green !MG" dye
was introduced to form an adsorbed monolayer on the surface of the spheres. Care was taken to prevent aggregation of
the particles and dimerization of the dye molecules by choos-
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TABLE I. Maximal measured SHRS signal strengths for the
indicated polarization configurations and for the axial geometry for
55-nm-radius particles. H and V denote, respectively, horizontally
and vertically polarized radiation with respect to the scattering
plane. The values are normalized to the V → H signal. The predicted
selection rules for both SHRS and LRS are shown for comparison.
Experimental
configuration
V→H
H→H
H→V
V→V
% = 0°, 180°

SHRS
Experimental
1.0
0.9
#0.10
#0.10
#0.02

Theory
Allowed
Allowed
Forbidden
Forbidden
Forbidden

LRS
Forbidden
Allowed
Forbidden
Allowed
Allowed

ing appropriate MG concentration !%$ M" and solution pH
!%5".
The laser source for the measurements was a mode-locked
Ti:sapphire oscillator, which provided 60-fs pulses at a
wavelength of 820 nm and an average power of 300 mW.
The detection system consisted of gated photon counting in
combination with appropriate narrowband interference filters. We recorded the dependence of SH signal on the scattering angle % from the direction k̂ of the incoming radiation
by rotating the detector about the spherical sample cell. Better than 5° angular resolution was achieved. Measurements
were made for the five polarization configurations of H → V,
V → V, H → H, V → H, and C → T. Here H denotes a direction in the scattering plane, V the direction perpendicular to
it, T the total signal !without polarization analysis", and C
corresponds to circular polarization.
The SH emission from nanoparticles in MG solution arose
predominantly from their dye-coated surfaces. The particles
themselves, without the MG adlayer, gave rise to negligible
SH response. The MG molecules in the solution without the
spheres did produce weak SH radiation through the hyperRayleigh scattering process. This contribution is incoherent
with respect to the desired SHRS signal; it was measured
separately and has been subtracted off in the data presented
below. To eliminate any angular nonuniformity in the detection sensitivity, we normalized the SHRS by the isotropic
V → V two-photon fluorescence from the MG molecules in
solution that could be measured at a redshifted wavelength
compared to the SH signal.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Before we report the full SH angular and polarization
data, we present results for the principal polarization configurations. Table I summarizes the maximum values for
each of the configurations. We find that the polarization combinations of V → H and H → H produce substantial and
roughly comparable SH emission, while the H → V and
V → V configurations yield no SH signal within experimental
accuracy !#10% of the peak signal". Further, no SH radiation is emitted, to experimental accuracy !#5% of the peak

FIG. 1. Polar plot of the dependence of SH radiation on the
scattering angle % for a suspension of dye-coated spheres of
55-nm radius. The experimental data !symbols" were collected for %
in the range of #0, 180°$, but are also shown for the equivalent
range of #180°, 360°$ for clarity. The forward scattering direction is
designated by the unit wave vector k̂ of the incident radiation. Results are indicated in the three panels for the H → H, V → H, and
C → T polarization configurations. The scales reflect the detected
SH signal. The dotted lines are generated by the SHRS model of
Eq. !1" using a single set of parameters '1 and '2; the solid lines
include a finite-size correction. The theory is adjusted for the measured ratio of the SH detection sensitivity for V- and H-polarized
radiation. For comparison, the corresponding linear optical scattering patterns are shown as insets.

signal", for all polarization combinations in either the forward !% = 0 ° " or backward !% = 180°, by extrapolating the
data" axial direction.
It is instructive to compare the nonlinear SHRS process to
conventional LRS. For SHRS, the H → V and V → V configurations are forbidden. For LRS, no radiation is observed in
cases where the output and input beam polarizations are
orthogonal, i.e., H → V and V → H. Thus, the absence of
H → V scattering is common to both processes. On the other
hand, V → V scattering is prohibited for SHRS, but corresponds to strong scattering for LRS. Conversely, while
V → H scattering is forbidden for LRS, this configuration
yields strong SH scattering. In addition, in terms of the dependence on the scattering angle, the LRS signal is maximal
along the forward and backward axial directions, where the
SHRS is found to vanish. These differences can be understood qualitatively by recognizing that for LRS, a dipole moment is induced parallel to the exciting electric field; for the
SHRS process, however, phase shifts are needed to make the
process symmetry allowed. This causes the SHRS process to
produce dipole emission from a moment parallel, rather than
perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the pump
beam.
The polarization and axial selection rules found experimentally, and summarized in Table I, follow from the explicit
theoretical results obtained for SHRS #13–15$. The polarization selection rules are a direct consequence of mirror symmetry in the scattering plane for an object producing a
second-order nonlinear response. Similarly, the absence of
SH radiation in the axial directions follows directly from the
&-rotation symmetry of the object about k̂. These selection
rules, therefore, are restricted neither to the Rayleigh limit
nor to scattering from spheres, but require only the presence
of the relevant symmetry of the SH scatterer.
Figures 1 and 2 display the measured SH radiation patterns as a function of the scattering angle % for spheres of
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TABLE II. Dependence of the predicted SHRS as a function of
scattering angle % for selected symmetry-allowed polarization configurations. H, V, C, and T denote, respectively, horizontally, vertically, circularly polarized radiation, and the total radiation.

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for particles of 85-nm radius.

55 nm and 85 nm radii. The panels in each figure correspond, respectively, to the symmetry-allowed H → H,
V → H, and C → T polarization configurations. The C → T
configuration is included because of its simple interpretation
in terms of the SH sources, as we discuss below. The insets
indicate the corresponding radiation patterns for LRS !including a leading-order finite-size correction". The SHRS
and LRS patterns are qualitatively different. In addition to
the distinct polarization selection rules just described, LRS is
peaked in the axial directions, while radiation lobes for the
SHRS are directed near the % = 90° direction. Although the
angular patterns vary somewhat with particle size !compare
Figs. 1 and 2", the most striking effect is the relative magnitude of the signals in the two cases. We find that the SH
signal is %11 times greater for scattering from an 85-nm
sphere than for scattering from a 55-nm sphere.
We now compare the experimental results to theory. The
model we employ is that of a spherical object of isotropic,
centrosymmetric material with a nonlinear response deI s!2". This
scribed by a surface nonlinear susceptibility tensor !
formulation is analogous to the well-established model for
the planar geometry. Within the Rayleigh limit, the scattered
electric field at the SH frequency !2(" measured at a distance r from the sphere of radius a is given by #13,14$
E!2("!r" =

8&iK2a3E20 exp!iK1r"
#k1'1!"ˆ 0 · "ˆ 0"!K̂ ) k̂" ) K̂
15
r
− K1'2!K̂ · "ˆ 0"!K̂ ) "ˆ 0" ) K̂$.

!1"

Here E0, k̂, and "ˆ 0 are the amplitude, unit wave vector, and
polarization of the exciting electric field, respectively; K̂ is
the direction of observation for the scattered SH radiation;
k1 = k*1/2 and K1 = K*1/2!2(" denote the amplitude of the
wave vector of the fundamental and SH radiation in the surrounding medium of dielectric constant *. The complex coefficients '1 and '2 are linear combinations of the tensor
I s!2" weighted
elements of the surface nonlinear susceptibility !
by appropriate local-field factors #13,14$. As we see from Eq.
!1", the SH radiation has both electric-dipole and electricquadrupole emission terms. The strengths of these two terms,
and consequently all angular and polarization dependences
of the SH radiation, are determined by the two coefficients
'1 and '2. Since we are generally not concerned with the
absolute phase of the SH emission, the radiation is actually
defined by just three real parameters: the magnitudes &'1&,
&'2&, and the relative phase arg!'2 / '1". The specific predictions of Eq. !1" for the angular dependence of the SH power
per unit solid angle dP2( / d+ are indicated in Table II for the

Polarization
configuration

Predicted angular dependence of
SH power: dP2( / d+ , &E!2("!r"&2

H→H
V→H
C→T

&2k1'1 sin % + K1'2 sin 2%&2
&2k1'1 sin %&2
&K1'2&2!1 − cos4 %"

symmetry-allowed polarization combinations. Note that the
electric-dipole and electric-quadrupole radiation modes are
isolated, respectively, for the V → H and C → T configurations.
We have employed Eq. !1" to fit the three measured radiation patterns for the 55-nm-radius particle in Fig. 1 !symbols" simultaneously. With just one overall strength parameter and the complex ratio '2 / '1 of the two susceptibilities,
the SHRS theory !dotted lines" is seen to reproduce the features of the radiation patterns. Inspection reveals a small departure of the experiment from theory. For example, the
SHRS theory predicts purely electric-dipole radiation
!V → H configuration" to peak at % = 90°. Experimentally the
radiation lobe is directed slightly in the forward direction at
% ' 80°. This departure reflects the finite size of the spheres
and the need to treat propagation effects more accurately; it
can be accounted for analytically by higher-order expansions
in !Ka", as described in Appendix A of #14$. Including the
next nonvanishing #!Ka"5$ correction terms in the SH field,
as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 1, we obtain excellent
agreement with experiment. The correction introduces all
I s!2", with two complex
three independent tensor elements of !
parameters determining the angular dependence of SH scattering. The correction to the SH field, estimated at % = 90° for
the V → H polarization configuration, is %12%. From the
fitting procedure, we obtain ratios of &'2 / '1& = 0.26 and 0.22
for the SHRS and the modified theory, respectively.
The SH radiation patterns for the 85-nm-radius spheres
!Fig. 2, symbols" maintain the same characteristic features as
for the smaller spheres, but show a more pronounced tendency towards forward scattering, as is also evident for the
C → T data. This behavior is an indication of a more significant finite-size effect. Including a modest leading-order
!Ka"5 correction, however, still produces good agreement
with experiment !Fig. 2, solid lines". The dominant role of
the simple SHRS scattering process is evident in a comparison of the SH response for the 55 nm and 85 nm spheres.
From Eq. !1", we expect the SH intensity to scale as a6 with
particle radius. Experimentally, we find the ratio of the peak
signals for the 85-nm-radius and 55-nm-radius particles to be
%11. This would imply a ratio of the radii of the particles in
SHRS theory of 111/6 ( 1.49, in close accord with the experimental ratio of the two radii of !85/ 55" ( 1.55.
IV. DISCUSSION

The SHRS analysis considered above does not allow for
any local electric-dipole nonlinear response of the particles.
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This is rigorously valid for a fully centrosymmetric object,
such as the ideal homogeneous spherical particles assumed
in the model. Inversion symmetry is obviously broken when
the particles are made of a noncentrosymmetric material, and
strong SH scattering has been observed from nanoparticles
of noncentrosymmetric materials such as CdSe and CdS
#20$. Even for nominally centrosymmetric systems like ours,
weaker symmetry breaking from distortions in the shape of
the nanoparticles or surface inhomogeneity from the random
disposition of the adsorbed molecules is present to some degree and will allow local-dipole SH emission #22$. Our experimental data for 55-nm-radius particles are, however, incompatible with a local dipole contribution. A contribution of
this type would yield nonzero response for the V → V configuration and an isotropic response in the scattering plane
for the V → H configuration #23$, in contradiction with experiment. The crossover from the observed regime of SHRS

described by the continuum response to the regime of hyperRayleigh scattering from fluctuations in the molecular adlayer can be estimated to occur for particles of radius
%!d / k1"1/2, where d is the mean separation between the molecules. For d = 1 nm, the fluctuation-induced response is expected to dominate for particles of radius #10 nm, defining
the regime where a continuum description of the nonlinear
response ceases to be appropriate.
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